'
Most of the major mineral districts in Nevada were discovered by t ' ^ prospectors who picked up ore on the surface. The ore bodies we are now s I seeking are concealed under volcanic rocks, alluvium, and thrust plates. « I These ore bodies can be found by careful study of the complex factors $ i that controlled the migration of ore-bearing solutions and formation of | the ore bodies. I
First, a sunmary of the regional geology will be helpful in under-. j standing the lithologic and structural control of the ore bodies. During the early Paleozoic, Nevada lay within the Cordilleran geosyncline (Roberts, i Hotz, Gilluly, and Ferguson, 1958) ; deposition of carbonate rocks in the I shallow marine waters in eastern Nevada took place contemporaneously with * \ deposition of a Western (siliceous) assemblage of shales, chert, and accompanying basic volcanics in deapar offshore waters in western Nevada.
;
Transitional rocks, mostly shale, chert, and sbaly limestone, separate the other facies. Deposition continued from Cambrian to late Devonian without F i , any serious breaks, but in late Devonian, uplift in the west was accompanied -by folding and the movement of great thrust plates eastward on the Roberts Earlier I mentioned that a unique combination of circumstances permits us to explore areas in north-central Nevada with more confidence than in other places. The three major factors that control the ore deposits, genetic, structural, and lithologic, all occur together in and The northwest trend is readily apparent; it shows in general alinement of granitic bodies which are the broad highs scattered across the map, and i in the sharp northwest anomaly that is caused by basic intrusives -mostly dike feeders to the late Tertiary flows. Thus we have evidence for long term deformation along the northwest belts, first in Frecambrian, then during the Paleozoic, Late Mesozoic, early Tertiary, and late Tertiary.
On figure 5 I have alao plotted the major mining districts; you will *. note a close relationship between the broad highs that represent granitic bodies and the districts. This relationship is so close that it is immediately apparent that some of the other broad anomalies, those that do not have associated mining districts, ought to be looked at carefully.
Some of these anomalies are in or near windows, but others are not. The > principal objective in exploration in this area is to find the thrust fault and underlying carbonate rocks where they may be domed up and therefore be within reach of shallow exploration methods. The intrusive a come in zones of deformation, such as the domes, and being mostly magnetic, can bo detected by airborne magnetometers. Moreover, the metals come up with the intrusives, so the contacts are good places to look. Field work should start with a geochemical program; if one finds a leakage of metals into zones now at the surface, that is the place to begin initial exploration. A detailed geophysical program should be integrated with the geochemical program; then finally, a drilling program could follow if all seems favorable. Because the minerals in most of the districts are zoned, possible lateral and vertical zoning should be taken into account.
With this background, I will now discuss some of the mining districts in north-central Nevada, and will make some suggestions for further exploratory work.
The Eureka district is largely underlain by carbonate facias rocks; possibly the Roberts Mountains thrust once covered the district, but has now been eroded. At Eureka Kolan (1962) has worked out * detailed picture 4 r of the stratigraphic and structural control of the ore bodies. Figure 3 is a map of the highly productive area around Ruby Hill; much of the early-day production here was from the base of the Eldorado, the first dolomite in the section, which here is in fault contact with the underlying Prospect Mountain Quartzite. Section A-A 1 trends northeast-southwest across the map (fig. 3) . The stratigraphic position of the major ore bodies is shown diagrammatically in the lower part of the Eldorado* In a.
longitudinal section the ore bodies are shown more like they really occur, as discontinuous pipes and lenses (fig. 4) . In the Eureka district, deep exploration in the Hamburg Dolomite south of Ruby Hill and in the covered areas to the north seems promising: objective, the Eldorado Dolomite below. "1?
At the Buckhorn mine (figs. 1, 5, 9) gold production from north-trending fault zones in andeaira or basalt has been substantial (Vandorburg, 1938) . At the Carlin window, the Newmont Company is also carrying on exploration of the upper-plate rocks and the thrust xone. Small-scale silver, copper, and barite production in the past was encouragement for this exploratory work. Recent reports in the mining journals indicate that work in these two areas has yielded large tonnages of low-grade gold ore.
In the Reeae River district Ross (1953) 
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